
Pre-Prep Newsletter Friday 18th January 2019 

 

Dear Parents, 

I was sorry to have missed Star Assembly last week and the first full week of the children’s return to 

school. Year 2 were in very good hands and completed some super work in English, Maths and Art. I 

must thank all staff for covering my lessons so competently. On Tuesday in Star Assembly we could see 

the results of the children’s hard work last week and their obvious enthusiasm for learning.  

 

Star Assembly 

We began by welcoming Rosabella Harrison to the Pre-Prep. Rosabella is the latest member of Year 2 

and was awarded her blue ‘Edmond’ house badge.  

 

Continuing with Year 2, Jackson Dean achieved the top mark in this week’s maths quiz. It was 

encouraging to see how Jackson’s excellent reading skills and his understanding of mathematical 

terminology had enabled him to work out the answers to some very tricky problems. Well done Jackson, 

your hard work really paid off.  

   

By coincidence, Jackson’s little brother Harley was also awarded the Reception star work certificate this 

week by Mrs Laughland. Harley really enjoys school and has been working hard to write words and 

sentences with a degree of independence. His fine motor control has been improving week on week and 

in Monday’s spelling test Harley demonstrated a careful, cursive script and achieved a very good result. 

Super work Harley.  

 

In Year 1 Cerys Murray-Sutton was awarded her star work certificate for combined science and art 

work. Cerys had created a beautiful 2019 calendar which in turn will help her learn the months of the 

year and the names of the seasons. We could see how carefully Cerys had used various collage materials 

to create four pictures of the same tree, showing how it will change depending on the season. Well done 

Cerys for creating a valuable, attractive learning aid.  

 

We could not start the new year without congratulating our Pre-Prep riders for coming 5th in a recent 

gymkhana. Georgie Strachan, Isabelle Tallamy and our new little girl Rosabella Harrison’s achievement 

can be read about on the school website. Well done girls.  

 

Next Friday, 25th January, is RNLI SOS day. Children can come to school wearing nautically themed 

clothes and should bring a £1 donation. Year 3 will be running a cake stall at break time which Bronte 

children will be visiting. Please include 50p for a cake. 

 

Parents and children from the Nursery will join us for next week’s Star Assembly before enjoying 

refreshments in the Reception classroom with Mrs Laughland and myself. We aim to give them a taste 

of ‘life in the Pre-Prep’ and the opportunity to ask questions about the importance of the foundation 

years.  

 

Please could all parents send in a small cotton/canvas/material bag that the children can use to 

keep their own hat, scarf and gloves in. This bag will be kept on each child’s downstairs coat peg and 

help them to find their own accessories at playtimes. Plastic carrier bags are not allowed due to health 

and safety rules. Thank you.  

 

Last but not least - we are now ready to accept any unwanted children’s and adult’s books. Please place 

in the box located in the entrance hall. Thank you in advance.   

 

Mrs S Duckett  

Head of Pre-Prep 


